
 

 

 

Notes from the Public REMIT workshop – 11th July 2013 – Ljubljana 

Aviv Handler 

Published on July 28th 2013 

ACER1 held a workshop on July 11th as part of the public consultations on: 

- General Update 

- Effective disclosure of Inside Information 

- Registration of market participants 

- Trade and fundamental data collection under REMIT 

- Results of technical standards and RRM and RIS public consultations 

- The upcoming pilot and roundtables 

The slides from the workshop are all available of the ACER website here: 

http://www.acer.europa.eu/remit/Pages/Public-Events.aspx 

These notes are broadly split as per the workshop. Each section contains a link to the 
presentation given and the notes record the author’s thoughts and general comments and 
questions that were heard in the room. The author has put a few sentences in bold which he 
thinks will be of particular interest. 

Overview and Introduction 
http://www.acer.europa.eu/remit/Documents/20130711/Public%20workshop%20on%20REMIT%20Implementation-

Introduction.pdf 

The workshop was extremely crowded, with some having to stand. 

The workshop opened with a current status presentation. We were told that the 
implementing acts have still not been executed, nor are the drafts ready. However they 
will be ready “soon”. We were shown a timeline that had the implementing acts passed in 

H2 2014. A more detailed timeline (slide 4) showed a variety of milestones, including third 
guidance, the adoption of the 2RRM and 3RIS guidelines and others. There will be another 
workshop in the autumn. The transaction reporting manual is scheduled to be ready by year 
end. 
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Effective disclosure of Inside Information 
http://www.acer.europa.eu/remit/Documents/20130711/Effective%20disclosure%20of%20inside%20information%20according%

20to%20Article%204(1)%20of%20REMIT.pdf 

This session commenced with a reminder of the relevant regulatory portions and also how 
the definition of “inside information” differs from “transparency information”.  

There was then a discussion on whether the current method of publishing information on 
websites, which was intended to be an interim measure, should be discontinued with a 
mandatory move to reporting/transparency platforms.  

There is of course a benefit to moving to platforms but this also involves a cost, and so a 
discussion also took place about possibly keeping the website option, but with stricter 
requirements about what should be maintained, as well as some sort of standard such as 
RSS required, so that it would be easier to gather the information without a high cost. 

The new market participant register would also require MPs to advise on where they publish 
their inside information. 

The general consensus was that it would be better to “build on what there is” than to 
require different infrastructure. 

Whatever happens there will anyway be a requirement to have a backup in place and so the 
website could be used for that regardless. 

There was a question on a tool for urgent market messages and a request that such a tool 
be provided.  

There was also a comment on the fact that during an outage, generators may wish to focus 
on fixing it, rather than disseminating the information.(!) 

Registration of market participants 
http://www.acer.europa.eu/remit/Documents/20130711/Registration%20Process.pdf  

http://www.acer.europa.eu/remit/Documents/20130711/Centralised%20European%20Register%20for%20Market%20Participant

s%20(CEREMP).pdf 

The initial presentation went through the requirements for registration and a reminder that 
failure to register is a breach of REMIT Articles 8.and 9. Registration is to be made with the 
NRAs 4who pass the information to ACER.  

All information but corporate structure (Section 4) is to be provided within 6 months of 
adoption with the rest to come 3 months after publication of the register. There was also a 
reminder that all information is to be kept up to date.  

There is a nice diagram of the process on slide 9 of the first presentation. 

The second presentation explained the technical process in more details. In essence some 
NRAs will run their own registration system and send the results to ACER. Others will use 
the central ACER system on a “white labelled” basis. 

We then received a “PowerPoint demo” of the system, which is really a very basic wizard of 5 
screens with simple fields asking for the data. It would have been reassuring to see a live 
demo. We were promised a manual “in due time”. 
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There were several comments and questions from the audience: 

A question about whether branches must be registered separately was deferred. It would be 
clarified in the next (3rd) guidance. 

A question on how we know that approvals will come within time was deferred to the NRAs. 
“They are “committed” to processing the applications on time.” 

There were some questions on technical issues such as security. The audience were invited 
to provide technical feedback. 

There was also a question about whether there is a link between the ACER ID and the LEI5. 
The answer was deferred to the commission (which to the audience sounded like a "no", 

but we will see). 

Trade and Fundamental Data Collection 
http://www.acer.europa.eu/remit/Documents/20130711/REMIT%20Public%20workshop%20July%202013_intro%20part%202%
20final.pdf 

Not much was said on fundamental data which was deferred to ENTSO-E. 

The focus of discussion was on the timetable for the rollout of data collection to ACER’s 
ARIS 6system. Slide 13 showed the latest timeline, with a pilot announced that would switch 
implementation to an “Agile” style. We assume this means that there is an overall design but 
that input from users will form further development. There was not much information on the 
current design apart from some very high level architecture slides. 

The timeline shows the pilot, market monitoring customisations and development of data 
collection solutions all starting on July  1st. Upon asking, it was confirmed that these had 
not in fact started, but instead will start in September with the agile approach via the 
pilot.  

The audience indicated that they would like to know more of what progress has already 
taken place, given that we are still at the high level slide stage. 

 Results of RRM and RIS Public consultation 
http://www.acer.europa.eu/remit/Documents/20130711/Public%20Consultation%20Feedback.pdf  

This part of the meeting focused on feedback from the Public Consultations that were held 
both for the technical standards and also the proposed standards for RRMs and RISs. 

The main answers are to be found in the presentation, although many agreed that alignment 
with MiFID7 and EMIR 8were important as was clarity over whether FpML9, CpML 10or 
another standard should be used. However introducing a new standard now so close to the 
deadlines was also not considered realistic. 

Once again, opinions were expressed that the ACER code should either be lined up with 
other codes or not be compulsory. 

In terms of the first focus areas (Slide 13 and 14): 

For the first answer, in addition to the above, backward compatibility was a way of ensuring 
consistency. 
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For the second, the main theme was not to use FpML, which many felt would encourage 

restrictive practices due to its many flavours. 

Other alignment desires were also expressed, including the desire to align taxonomies with 
those found in financial services. 

The second part of the feedback was about the RRM and RIS feedback (Slide 15 onwards).  

The focus area discussions (Slides 20 and 21) were lively. 

There was a great desire to keep processes simple and also a suggestion that different 
RRMs should focus on different types of data. 

One question resolved around what happens if there is a failed audit. Some were of the 
opinion that such a failure should be made public and others not. 

There was also the question of liability should an RRM or RIS fail to send the information. 
The general market view is that once data reaches an RRM/RIS they have done their duty 
(much like an EMIR TR11). This was not necessarily the view expressed by ACER here. 

There was also the view expressed that RIS’s should allow a mixture of the three 
fundamental data types to be reported.  

The question about how regulators should ensure high quality also generated a great deal of 
discussion. The consensus was that given that data is to be reported through third parties, 
they would make sure it was of high quality. There was an appeal not to “ruin” the current 
flexibility with onerous requirements and audits. It would be preferable for the quality to 
be self policing. 

Pilot and Roundtables 
http://www.acer.europa.eu/remit/Documents/20130711/REMIT%20Implementation%20Pilot%20Project.pdf  

The final part of the meeting discussed the upcoming pilot of the reporting system and also 
the roundtables. There was generally a positive response to these, and it was good to see 
ACER wishing to get more input from the market. It remains to be seen who is admitted to 
the roundtables and pilots, but we can hope for a positive outcome. 

Summary and afterthoughts 

As always with these meetings, there were mixed feelings about how comforted the audience 
were, and in particular the tendency to defer most responsibility either to the Commission, 
RRMs or others, as well as the slipping timeline for implementation. 

There was good news though: firstly the pilot is an opportunity for the system that ACER is 
developing to be pushed along by the market, rather than from within and also for the market 
to gain more transparency into it. 

Secondly, ACER has now taken on more senior staff, including those with experience at 
delivering complex IT projects.  

This places the REMIT project better to deliver a working solution. 
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About ETR Advisory 

ETR (Energy Trading Regulation) Advisory Ltd is a specialised, expert resource which 
explains and helps implement the complex labyrinth of European Energy and Commodity 
Market Regulations. 

Readers are encouraged to email further questions to aviv@etr-advisory.com.   

Legal 

The contents of this document are solely the opinion of ETR Advisory Ltd (ETR). ETR 
accepts no liability from any errors, omissions or misunderstandings that arise from it. The 
document is distributed on this condition. Copyright of the document remains with ETR 
Advisory Ltd and it may not be quoted from or reproduced without express permission. 
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